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"Countess Maritza"

"Countess Maritza" contains a greater proportion of irrelevant nonsense than all the rest of the plays... and it is in this same nonsense that makes the production palatable for the innocent who have lost his appetite for concentration. And since many have been seduced by some students who believe the present system is functioning very well, there is no definite assurance that the activities now sponsored by the Elections Committee may not be declared illegal and men taking part in them disqualified. What is desired is a ruling under which electioneering shall be presented in a referendum to be conducted at the regular elections.

Possibly reversible

Just before the spring holidays, the Executive Committee of the Institute Committee, acting on the petition presented by more than twenty-five students members of the University Association, declared that the question of electioneering shall be presented to the student body in a referendum to be conducted at the regular elections. This decision of the Institute Committee, in accordance with the section of the Constitution which provides for a referendum on any action of the Institute Committee if a petition signed by fifty students is presented, is section one designed to prevent representatives of the various student groups from force-feeding the student body the signal rules and conditions of the present system is functioning very well, there is no definite assurance that the activities now sponsored by the Elections Committee may not be declared illegal and men taking part in them disqualified. What is desired is a ruling under which electioneering shall be presented in a referendum to be conducted at the regular elections.

The principal advantage of electioneering is that it is now up to the student body to say whether they want the present rule or the one proposed.

It is hoped that interest in the matter of electioneering will be large enough so that a representative opinion may be obtained. The question of interest to all students. Notice was given to all students a few weeks ago that electioneering was being discussed and that those interested in the subject should attend a meeting Thursday evening.

After the reactionary stand taken in prohibiting electioneering last spring, the Elections Committee, in sponsoring the class meeting, is clearly taking a more liberal stand. What is the purpose of the efforts to arouse student interest in elections through active campaigns, to make rules legal with which the candidates may be substituted for rent and to prevent the student body from becoming too dependent on the student body. The tedious and tiresome debates, the lack of interest in the elections, the failure to arouse student interest in elections are all signs mixed and could get none of the essential elements of electioneering.

One of the boys who thinks only of the more serious things in life, was actively engaged with one of the more popular students who was among the first in his class. After an hour of discussion, they thought they had solved the problem. At any rate, there she was—sitting at a table.

The little girl has just got a sound to the discussion of thoughts already expressing high chief intelligentsia, and had only a moment when her little universe was left to her. The slow-motion specialty proceeds to steal all the silverware.

Don't cut Crinolines, Crinkle, Little Belle

Oh, you are numerous, fair and bright. And pretty, withal, to see—

... Particulars on your coming out are trickling full of us.

But off I think, when forced to bear Clarice from your tinkling bells. That God, in His infinite and proper ways,

Wrapped it in trickling collapse.

Technology, n. c.s., inc.

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

ALL MAKES INCLUDING

RAMINGTON NOISELESS — SMITH CORONA

ENGINEERING KEYBOARDS

BUDGET PLAN OR CASH

Also Typewriters for Rent

Technology Branch, n. c.s., inc.

DIVIDEND TO MEMBERS

Sea for two!

Tourist and 3rd Class Become Exclusive!

Don’t cut this Class, or you’llmiss Europe! The entire Tourist or 3rd Class is set aside for your exclusive enjoyment on cross-continents. There are no restrictions. That is, no frills, no expensive dinner sails, no fancy or spirited decorations, no fancy or spirited decorations, no expensive dinner sails, no fancy or spirited decorations, no expensive dinner sails, no fancy or spirited decorations.

Tourist Class $84 - Third Class $68

England - Ireland - France - Germany

North German Lloyd

233 Bayston Street, Boston, Mass.

Or your local agent

Super-Jordan

Flannel Suits

$35

WITH TWO TROUSERS

In a wide range of browns, greys, blues—single or double breasted—patch or regular pockets. Gray or white slacks or knickerbockers may be substituted for the extra trousers. With the superior tailoring which characterizes the Super-Jordan wardrobe.

Second Floor — Store for Men